‘Renaissance de l’Essentiel’
Complex Elegance

Wabi–Sabi: Wabi = simple quietude, Sabi = elegant simplicity
It is the quintessential Japanese aesthetic. It is a beauty of things modest, humble and
unconventional. The aesthetic is sometimes described as beauty that is imperfect and
incomplete. It is a concept derived from Buddhism. The inner complexity is only equaled by the
understatement of the timepiece.
Conceived by the Belgian industrial designer Benoît Mintiens, RESSENCE lives by the words of
the architect and furniture designer Ludwig Mies Van Der Rohe (1886-1969), one of the
founders of modern architecture and a proponent of simplicity of style: Less is More.
Time is displayed by a flush mounted revolving dial that contains all the graphical elements in
one plane. This innovative way to represent time avoids superimposed information like hands
covering an underlying dial. It visually prioritizes time scales and enhances readability.
Graphically, time seems to be displayed on the outer skin of the watch.
The patented display system features a
revolving dial module driven by a Swiss
caliber. The revolving dial plate points
out the minutes, the lunatic sub-dials
inside the main dial plate indicate the
hour, minute, second and am/pm. The
sub-dials orbit around a virtual axis
similar to the moons around Saturn.
Every hour sketches a different layout of the time represented on the dial.
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Technical Specifications for the SeriesOne:
Case:
Diameter: 42 mm
Height: 13 mm
Stainless Steel 316
Weight of Type 1001, Type 1004 & Type 1005: 110 gr. (3.87 ounces)
Weight of Type 1002 & Type 1003: 125 gr. (4.41 ounces)
Caliber:
Modified 2824-A2 caliber
Hour, minute, second and am/pm indicators
Patented system designed & developed in-house
Triple bi-axial off-centered integrated & ﬂush-mounted orbiting satellites
40 jewels
Glass:
Double 3D sapphire glass with anti-reﬂective coating inside
Thickness varies from 1.10 mm to 1.90 mm in the center as it is curved
Dial:
Type 1001: Matt black anodized aluminum alloy with SuperLuminova white graphics
Type 1002: Glass pearled grade 5 titanium dial with black matt graphics. Sunray indexes.
Type 1003: Sand blasted grade 5 titanium dial with white matt graphics. Polished indexes.
Type 1004: Sun-rayed anodized medium gray aluminum dial with white SuperLuminova graphics.
Type 1005: Satin warm gray anodized aluminum dial with white SuperLuminova graphics. Polished indexes in aluminum
Strap:
Alligator, genuine carbon fiber or calfskin
Quantity:
Limited to 150 pieces for the SeriesOne.
The series are indicated on the back & with a color code in the lift-up crown
Guarantee:
2 years

Price: SeriesOne
Type 1101: $17,500
Type 1102: $19,500
Type 1103: $19,500
Type 1104: $17,500
Type 1105: $17,500
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